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On entry, you will have received a blue or pink 
plan for the evening. Blue is group A, you will 
remain in here first for Maths and English and 

then move around to other subjects.
Pink is Group B, you will visit other subjects 
first, then return for Maths and English in one 

hour.

Groupings are to ease movement around C block across the 
course of the evening, we kindly ask that you stick to your 

allocated group.







Revision Techniques
The most effective techniques students can use to aid their 
revision are:
• Flashcards
• Mnemonics
• Interrogation [asking why?]
• Floria [hooks]
• Mind Maps
• PQRST [Preview, Question, Read, Say, Test]
• Past Papers
• Study buddying

You will have an opportunity to try 
some of these techniques this evening 
by attending Mrs Bellers session in C6.



We hope that you find this evening useful in terms 

of; 

- learning about the resources available to help 

students in their preparation

- learning about the key content and skills they 

need to revise

- understanding key ways in which they can revise 

for each subject

- know our expectations of them if they are to 

achieve their full potential.



THE EXAM SEASON



FRIDAY -

Statement of 

entry

There are several 
things to check on 
here.

It is YOUR 
responsibility to check

If you leave it too late 
to let us know of an 
error it will cost YOU 
money



John James Smith

02/03/2001

1234

John James Smith

12345678910 12345678910

KMAT

011123

4

Date of 

exam

Time 

exam 

starts

Length of exam in 

minutes

Exam Board

09.0

0

13.3

0

N/A

60 = 1 hour

120 = 2 hours

105 = 1 hour & 

45mins
Subject and paper title

Some subjects have tiers – Higher 

(Tier H) or Foundation (Tier F).

If you think you have the wrong tier, 

come to the Exams Office.

If we discover on the day of the exam you are in the wrong tier and 

it is YOUR error, it can cost 3 times the original entry cost to fix it. 

(e.g. a £25 entry becomes a £75 late change fee)



The Countdown to GCSEs
• How many weeks to go?

• Examination calendar

8 school weeks until the first written exam.
10 weeks including Easter.

In reality that’s about; 30 hours of Maths, English or Science 
18 hours of an option subject



The Countdown to GCSEs

• Intervention & revision sessions

• Non-study leave

• Exam days

GCSE Examination 
Preparation Booklet



Revision Planning
Memory

An Example of Ebbinghaus’ Forgetting Curve

Psychological research 
suggests that:

• When we learn something, 
we rapidly forget much of it.

• When we re-visit something 
we’ve learned repeatedly, 
we remember it better.

Effective revision of the knowledge and skills covered in lessons is, therefore, 
crucial to exam success.



Revision Planning
Which revision strategies work best?

Research has identified that some revision strategies are more 
effective than  others. We need to ensure students are using the most 
effective methods when they sit down to revise.

Learning Techniques and their Effectiveness: Dunlosky (2013)



• Regular revision sessions, spaced out over a long period of 
time, are the most successful.

• The more detailed or complex the information you are trying 
to remember, the longer the period of time needed.

• It does not matter which of the revision techniques are used -
distributed practice works well for them all.

Distributed Practice [Practice over Time]
Vs. 

Mass Practice [Cramming]

Cramming the week or night before an exam is not effective



• Rather than revising in ‘topic blocks’ it’s better to chunk 

these topics up in your revision programme and interleave 

them.

Interleaved Practice [Revising several topics in chunks]
Vs. 

Block Practice[Revising one topic at a time]

Block Practice

Interleaved 
Practice



Revision Techniques
There are a range of techniques students can use when 
revising – some are effective and others less so.

Techniques to avoid:
• Highlighting text 
• Re-reading notes
• Summarising 

These are not effective because:
• Challenge is low
• Little thinking is required
• Gives a false sense of achievement


